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  Read the Face Eric Standop,Elisa Petrini,2019-10-01
Relearn the intuitive language of face reading From birth,
face is our first language. We are born face
readers—knowing to seek out human features and faces
from the moment our eyes open. We all have the intuitive
ability to read and interpret the feelings and expressions of
those around us. In Read the Face, master face reader Eric
Standop unlocks the power of this innate human ability,
sharing his own journey to become a face reading master,
along with stories that illustrate the power of this unique
language. Using a combination of three different schools of
face reading, along with a scientific accuracy to detect the
most fleeting microexpressions, Standop is able to read
personality, character, emotions, and even the state of a
person’s health—all from simply glancing at their face. The
book is divided into sections focusing on specific ways that
face reading can offer insight, such as Health, Love,
Communication, Work and Success. The stories are
accompanied by detailed black and white illustrations of
faces, allowing readers to observe the same features that
Standop interpreted. The final section of the book outlines
the meanings of dozens of facial features and face shapes,
so that readers can recognize their own innate intuitive
powers and develop them. Read the Face is a guide to using
the ancient art and science of face reading to go beyond
the surface and create the boldest life possible.
  The Face Reader Patrician McCarthy,2008-03-25 An
introduction to the 2,500-year discipline of Mien Shiang, or
Chinese face reading, draws on the author's ability to gauge
a person's personality, potential, and inherent talents by
analyzing his or her facial structure and features, covering
such topics as how one's face reflects the past and how to
understand facial influences in order to promote more
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harmonious living. Reprint.
  The Face Reader Patrician McCarthy,2007-01-01 Mien
Shiang is a 3000-year-old Taoist practice that means
literally face (mien) reading (shiang). It was first used in
China as a diagnostic tool for the practitioners of Traditional
Chinese Medicine who could detect signs of existing
ailments as well as predispositions to illness of mind, body
and spirit, simply by studying one's face. Soon the Taoist
monks developed the art of Mien Shiang to help them
evaluate the personal integrity and honesty of those doing
business with the courts and officials. Mien Shiang is not
about reading facial expressions or telltale tics or shifty
eyes but rather face shapes, facial features, positions and
sizes and shapes of each feature, lines, shadows, moles and
other facial markings. They are foolproof signs, if you know
how to read them, you know the art of Mien Shiang. And no
one is inscrutable any more! Knowing Mien Shiang can help
you to answer two perennial questions: Who Am I and Who
Are You. 'Patrician McCarthy is the most dynamic, brilliant,
innovative, and empathetic consultant my teams have
worked with over the years.' - Ivy Ross, Executive Vice
President of Design and Development, Old Navy/Gap Inc. 'I
will do anything Patrician McCarthy tells me to do. She
makes not just my work better, but my entire life.' - Michael
Edelstein, Executive Producer, Desperate Housewives
'[Patrician McCarthy] always has interesting insights on how
to market to the different types of people who will be
interested in our products. We can't wait for her to come
back, again and again.' - David Kuehler , Vice President,
Procter + Gamble
  Face Reading Quick & Easy Richard
Webster,2012-10-08 Based on ancient Chinese wisdom
similar to palmistry and acupuncture, face reading teaches
us to really see the faces we look at every day. Learn how
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the zones of the face reveal personality characteristics and
how meaning is hidden in our features. Read the fortune
written on your own face and those of friends, family,
colleagues, and business contacts. Also included are helpful
tips for reading emotional cues during important meetings
like job interviews, as well as tips for recognizing when a
person is lying. Better relationships and a more successful
life can be yours when you learn to read faces!
  Face Reading Mari Silva,2021-01-30 If you want to
discover what face reading can teach you about yourself
and others, then keep reading... What if I told you that your
entire life story is written on your face? Or if you learn to
read faces, you can determine a person's past, present, and
future, and you will be surprisingly accurate. Face reading is
an ancient Chinese art that is still widely practiced,
especially for modern health analysis. Subtle signs on a
person's face, like moles, scars, discoloration, and even the
shape, tell a lot about a person's life story and
characteristics. This book is packed with information about
the Chinese secrets of face reading. With this book, you can
easily detect a person's thought process, characteristics,
strengths, and weaknesses. You can also determine your
future with this ancient art. With the guidance of this book,
you will... Learn the various aspects of face reading.
Discover a person's past, present, and future by simply
looking at their face. Learn about the secret history of
ancient Greek and Chinese face reading. Gain insight into
Mien Siang and Wu Xing. Learn to measure your wealth and
career prospects by using simple face reading techniques.
Determine the type of partner you will marry and your
probability of having children. Learn to read a person's face
and decipher their feelings. Learn whether to trust a person
or not and how to make better decisions based on facial
readings. Know a person's personality type by the shape of
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their face. Predict your fate by deciphering individual age
points and features on your face. Gain a deeper
understanding of people and their lives. Learn about the
five elements and how they relate to your personality.
Learn about the Twelve Houses and Thirteen Divisions of
facial reading. Decipher your destiny and life's purpose. If
you are intrigued by face reading or trying to figure out
your life story and want to learn more about your future,
then this book is for you. Grab your copy of this book today
to learn everything you need to know about face reading
and how to unravel your destiny.
  The Face Reader Patrician McCarthy,2007-04 What if
you could learn powerful insights into a person just by
seeing his or her face? For 2,500 years, the science of Mien
Shiang (pronounced myen-shung), or Chinese face reading,
has given anyone who studies its form this incredible
ability.
  Face Reading in Chinese Medicine - E-Book Lillian
Bridges,2012-07-10 An exciting new, full-colour edition of
Face Reading in Chinese Medicine featuring over 200 colour
photographs and practical instructions on how to conduct a
face reading! Face reading has been part of Traditional
Chinese Medicine for many centuries, and Professor Lillian
Bridges is a popular academic and international lecturer on
the subject who gained her fascinating knowledge through
her family line of Master Face Readers in China. Based on
an understanding of the shapes, markings and features of a
face, practitioners can learn about the health and life of a
patient relating to the principles of Chinese medicine. In
addition to understanding how the body's internal functions
- physical, psychological and emotional - can be seen on a
face, practitioners can also learn how to evaluate Shen to
understand non-verbal expressions. Technical and detailed
information is presented in an upbeat, insightful and highly
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readable manner. This was the first book to focus on the
deeper aspects of face reading and diagnosis, this edition
includes ancient Taoist knowledge regarding the Original
Face and Facial Jing and Qi markers which have previously
only been taught through the oral tradition. Clear
discussions demonstrate how this technique can be used as
a supplement to other diagnostic tools in Traditional
Chinese Medicine. Engaging, insightful, highly readable text
is written by a well-known and experienced lecturer in the
field. Extensive illustrations give you a clear understanding
of theories and techniques. A focus on the deeper aspects
of face reading and diagnosis helps readers become more
conscious of their actions, reactions, and the health
consequences of behavior.
  Mysteries of Vedic Face Reading Hrishikesh
Dubey,2011-01-30 UNLOCK THE MYSTERIES BEHIND THE
MOST COMPLEX HUMAN BEINGS Mysteries of Vedic Face
Reading contains the most powerful knowledge of Vedic
literature and is a stepping stone towards spiritual
realization. It is a unique book which will enlighten readers
to thoroughly assess the nature, character, personality,
destiny, conscience and consciousness of a person. It will
also help to establish corrective measures when dealing
with people at different levels of consciousness. With
profound explanations and illustrations this book will show
you how to get the best out of life.
  The Wisdom of Your Face Jean Haner,2010-06-21 What
if you could tell, just by looking at others, how they tend to
think, feel, and behave? What if your partner's face
revealed the best way to resolve any conflicts between
you? And what if you could discover in your own face the
wisdom that you need in order to be your true self? Based
on the same ancient foundation as acupuncture and
Chinese medicine, face reading has been in the ''research
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and development'' phase for over 3,000 years. When
translated to make it meaningful for our Western lives, it's a
powerful source of wisdom that we can all access. Chinese
face reading shows you how to live your life in alignment
with your own natural flow, find the life path that gives you
joy, attract relationships that nurture you, and most of all,
enable you to feel compassion for yourself and others. This
book will forever change how you see yourself . . . and all
the people in your life!
  The Power of Face Reading Mac Fulfer,
JD,2019-06-15 Make stronger connections with anyone in
the world by learning how to read facesThe Power of Face
Reading is the most comprehensive, easy-to-use book on
face reading available today. Author Mac Fulfer makes face
reading fun and easy for you to understand more about the
people you encounter-no matter who you meet or where
you are in the world.Face reading is our foundational
international language, and none of our seeming
differences matter-whether nationality, gender, race, or
culture-because every person's face can be read in the
exact same way. For instance, the lines on our faces don't
reflect aging. They're actually a roadmap showing where we
have been and what we've done. So this book is not about
interpreting facial expressions-it's about learning to read
the stories that a person's face can tell. Using a unique
approach that combines both genetics (the face you are
born with) and epigenetics (the way life events alter facial
features over time), this book helps you understand others
better. Discover how learning to interpret simple and easily
recognized features, such as ear size and eyebrow shape,
can allow you to make a better connection with anyone,
anywhere.Superbly illustrated and organized like an
encyclopedia, The Power of Face Reading guides you
through all you need to know about reading faces, from top-
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to-bottom, detail-to-gestalt, gesture-to-metaphoric
meaning. The approach shared in this book is so easy to
learn that you can put this how-to guide to use and begin
reading faces within minutes of opening it up.Everyday
applications for face reading include: ¿ Improving both work
and personal relationships¿ Interviewing and hiring the right
people¿ Team-building¿ Negotiating better ¿ Coaching,
counseling¿ Finding the right job¿ Increasing sales by
identifying buy signals¿ Identifying better business partners
¿ Reading your audience when presenting The Power of
Face Reading includes:¿ 275 illustrations ¿ Clear
explanations of what each facial feature means¿ Personality
profiles to provide insight into every person you meet ¿
Sample readings to learn Mac's step-by-step face-reading
approach¿ A useful checklist to help you read faces
immediately¿ A fun face reading quiz to test yourself
  Face Reading Barbara Roberts,1994-09-01
  Face Reading for Love Debra Jeane Houle,2013-11
With roots in ancient Chinese medicine, face reading is
beneficial today. The face gives clues to why people think,
hear, speak, and act the way they do. Every aspect of a
face and facial feature has meaning and reveals gifts. Read
your face to understand yourself! Discover strengths and
talents; a feature you may not have liked before you may
find you love. Face Reading for Love, with its focus on
relationships, can also help a person better understand his
or her partner, date, or lover. Knowing how features relate
to personality can lead to understanding another's mindset
or help focus a search for someone to share your life. Did
you know intellectual individuals tend to have a large
forehead; a nose bump shows a spirited person, and thick
eyebrows reveal passion? This fascinating book contains a
wealth of information and an interesting interpretation of
the subject. Author Debra Jeane Houle, a licensed
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acupuncturist and professional face reader, received her
Master's degree in Acupuncture and Traditional Chinese
Medicine (M.A.T.C.M.) from Yo San University in Los
Angeles. Prior, Debra spent 17 years in the business world,
leaving a career at a major Hollywood studio to enter the
healing arts field. Debra, who lives in Santa Monica, Calif., is
available for consultations and face readings via
facefortunes.com. She created the illustrations for Face
Reading for Love, which is her first book.
  Asian Face Reading Boye Lafayette De
Mente,2011-12-20 Imagine how much you could learn if you
knew how to evaluate a person's character, health, fortune,
social status, sexual charisma, and life expectancy from a
careful reading of his or her face. Face reading, a practice
as old as man, is a universal art that we all use every
day—with varying degrees of skill. We all know and respond
to facial expressions that indicate fear, anger, merriment,
and other moods, and we know from experience that facial
characteristics, such as unusually large eyes or big noses,
have an important influence on our lives. In China and
Japan, face reading is a respectable analytical tool used to
make business decisions, arrange marriages, and evaluate
partnerships and friendships. Asian Face Reading offers a
quick, practical, easy-to-understand and easy-to-apply
introduction to the basic principles of face reading. The
book is fully illustrated with dozens of examples readers can
use to learn this increasingly popular practice—and to
analyze their friends, colleagues, and loved ones.
  Power of Face Reading Rose Rosetree,2003-12
  Poker Face Reader Sherry Lane,Richard a Lacey Ed
D,2019-02-04 What to expect and not to Expect From Poker
Face Reader (TM) This groundbreaking program focuses on
one topic, how to read a poker face, This unique system
teaches readers to detect, interpret and exploit Poker Face
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Tells(TM). Players who master this new skill gain a winning
advantage in poker. The system introduces players to ways
of reading emotions in the face. These emotions appear as
micro-expressions. Micro-expressions consist of brief facial
movements that appear and vanish in a fraction of a
second. Authors Lacey and Lane call the emotions that leak
through masks Poker Face Tells. Readers train their eyes to
spot these fleeting expressions. In a poker game no one can
conceal his feelings behind a poker face. That's why the
authors say, You can run, but you can't hide from a poker
face reader! By learning how to read a poker face, readers
penetrate an opponent's false mask. They can even spot
bluffs. Readers become expert at interpreting fleeting
emotions within a tiny fraction of a second. Your opponents
cannot hide expressions such as fear or disgust. Telltale
emotional expressions are uncontrollable and unconscious.
They are also invisible to most other players. Poker Face
Reader focuses readers' attention on seven major emotions.
They are Happiness, Sadness, Fear, Anger, Disgust,
Surprise, and Contempt. The examples in the book
exaggerate each emotion to help readers recognizes them
in any poker situation. They reveal the strength or
weakness of poker hands. An effective way for readers to
become expert is a four-step process. The first step is to
study the text and the pictures of each emotion. The second
step is to practice observing many faces. Readers learn to
practice skills in private meetings as well as with strangers
in public settings. The third step is to practice spotting
emotions while observing live poker games. The fourth step
is to apply knowledge of poker face tells in live poker
games. Readers will develop enough expertise to become
skilled poker face readers. They can win in most small
stakes games. The authors avoid distracting readers with
discussions of such topics as bankroll management and
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poker math. When readers learn to read poker faces, they
can make optimal use of other poker skills.. Respectfully,
Richard A. Lacey, Ed.D. and Sherry Lane
  The Face Reader Lavanya Nair,2016-09-16 What if you
crossed paths with someone you felt you had known
before? Would you fall in love with someone you hated? Is it
possible to love someone who has caused you pain? When
such a connection is made, you have no idea whether it is
good or bad and you are drawn to them like a magnet.
Relationships like these offer opportunities to learn and
grow, most importantly they put an end to any unfinished
business from the past. This is not the easiest of tasks. As a
matter of fact, it becomes a reason to learn some
outstanding lessons from the pain the other soul inflicts
upon you, the very same soul that demands your attention,
respect and love.
  The Art and Science of Face Reading Jennifer
Lamonica,2019-08-13 A complete, illustrated guide to the
ancient tradition of reading the face to gain insight into
health, personality, relationships, and career • Details how
to read the profile, front face, features, and musculature of
the face to reveal temperament, personality traits, health
predispositions, and mental state • Explores the history and
development of face morphology from its origins in Israel
and Egypt more than 4,500 years ago to its modern use in
French medical schools • Examines the Foursquare
diagram, developed by French occultist Papus, for highly
accurate and detailed facial readings The face is a unique
reflection of our genetic, inherited inclinations as well as the
effects that life, nature, and relationships have had upon us.
By looking at a person’s face, you can gain valuable insight
into their personality, health, and how they navigate in the
world. In this illustrated guide, Jennifer Lamonica reveals
the sacred tradition of face morphology, an esoteric system
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that has been passed quietly from rabbi to student as an
unbroken oral tradition for more than 4,500 years. She
explores the history and development of this ancient art
from its origins in Israel and Egypt to its use as the major
diagnostic system in Europe until the Enlightenment and its
current applications in French medical schools. Sharing the
techniques of master face readers, the author details how
to read the angles of the profile, as well as palm color and
nose shape, to determine a person’s temperament,
providing health and career insight into each of the four
temperaments, including nutritional needs, digestive issues,
sleep patterns, health predispositions, and ideal
occupational paths. Exploring the Foursquare diagram,
developed by French occultist Papus, for highly accurate
and detailed facial readings, she explains how to read the
front face in combination with planetary shapes, which
reveal a person’s character; the major facial features, such
as eyebrows, which reveal personal inclinations; and the
musculature of the face, including expressions, which
reveals a person’s current mental state. Providing case
studies, she examines how to apply face morphology in
relationships and in parenting. Exploring the meaning of
each facial variation, while also honoring the intuitive
impression received at first glance, Lamonica reveals how
the ancient science of face reading allows you to
compassionately help your loved ones, students, or clients,
as well as overcome personal obstacles and better know
yourself.
  Handbook of Face Recognition Stan Z. Li,Anil K.
Jain,2011-08-22 This highly anticipated new edition provides
a comprehensive account of face recognition research and
technology, spanning the full range of topics needed for
designing operational face recognition systems. After a
thorough introductory chapter, each of the following
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chapters focus on a specific topic, reviewing background
information, up-to-date techniques, and recent results, as
well as offering challenges and future directions. Features:
fully updated, revised and expanded, covering the entire
spectrum of concepts, methods, and algorithms for
automated face detection and recognition systems;
provides comprehensive coverage of face detection,
tracking, alignment, feature extraction, and recognition
technologies, and issues in evaluation, systems, security,
and applications; contains numerous step-by-step
algorithms; describes a broad range of applications;
presents contributions from an international selection of
experts; integrates numerous supporting graphs, tables,
charts, and performance data.
  Your Face Tells All Erik Kanto,Ilona Kanto,2004
Featuring 52 Hollywood celebrity faces to illustrate the
secrets of face reading, this intriguing book reveals all the
basics of mysterious physiognomy. By looking at a person's
facial features, the reader gets a lot of information:
personality, qualities, sexuality, popularity, health, life
expectancy, etc. It will answer the many questions we all
have as to why certain things in life work and others do not,
and why our relationships sometimes succeed, sometimes
don't. Original.
  Amazing Face Reading Mac Fulfer,1997 This book is a
fully illustrated guide to teach you how to immediately read
the face of every person you meet. Face Reading is the
ability to interpret facial features to determine such things
as Thinking Style, Work Style, Sincerity Level, Personal
Strength & Challenges Faced, just to name a few. Your face
is a living history of your life with every feature & line
carrying its own specific meaning. The ability to read these
features & lines gives us insight into others & ourselves.
Fulfer takes his art/science out of the realm of the
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mysterious & into a hands-on method of learning. The book
is organized in an encyclopedic format, is superbly
illustrated & takes you through faces, top to bottom, detail
to gestalt, gesture to metaphoric meaning. A valuable tool
for parents, lawyers, therapists, teachers, human resource
professionals, physicians, salesmen, mediators & many
others, this how-to guide is so easy to use that you can
begin to read faces before you finish the book. Order
Information: $17.95 plus tax & shipping (if applicable). To
order by phone, call 817-377-2001. Postal orders should be
sent to Mac Fulfer, P.O. Box 100904, Fort Worth, TX 76185
or e-mail your request to: FaceReading@aol.com.

Thank you very much for reading The Face Reader. As
you may know, people have look numerous times for their
chosen readings like this The Face Reader, but end up in
malicious downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book with a cup of tea in the
afternoon, instead they juggled with some malicious virus
inside their computer.

The Face Reader is available in our digital library an online
access to it is set as public so you can get it instantly.
Our book servers hosts in multiple countries, allowing you
to get the most less latency time to download any of our
books like this one.
Kindly say, the The Face Reader is universally compatible
with any devices to read
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